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Price stability?
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• 5yr average core HICP: 0.9%
• 10yr average core HICP: 1.1%



Here a reason

 ECB’s policy since 2015 has been 
aggressive 
 But fiscal policy hasn’t helped and 

has been neutral  
 Asymmetry of euro area fiscal policy 

framework – deflationary bias
=> The policy mix has been too tight. 
 There a risk that low inflation 

expectations become entrenched
 Need large demand stimulus now to 

generate inflation overshooting and 
reverse weak inflation trend. 
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Source: IMF



“But there is no fiscal space…”
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2004-07: d/gdp = 67.5; (r-g) = -0.2     Ger: 1.2   Spain: -3.6
2014-18: d/gdp = 88.3; (r-g) = -0.7     Ger:-2.0   Spain: -0.4

Source: AMECO database



 Inflation is a monetary monetary policy economic policy phenomenon
 Being too conservative now and focus excessively on debt and deficit reduction is risky – it’s the 

“Paradox of Risk” (Ubide 2017). 

 “It is the irony of our moment that prudence requires the rejection of austerity.” Larry Summers, FT 
January 2019

 Symmetry is key: At the EZLB, fiscal policy must lead, and monetary policy should accommodate. 

 A well-designed fiscal expansion will 
– Boost demand and raise r*, helping the ECB achieve its price stability mandate

– Increase potential growth by reducing hysteresis and increase incentives for technology adoption 
(Bianchi, F, D Comin, T Kind, and H Kung (2019))

– Reduce inequality by helping run the economy hot testing the limits of growth (Krueger 2018) 

 The ECB could support it by communicating that it won’t raise rates until core 
inflation is credibly and sustainably at 1.5 percent. 

At the EZLB, with π<< π*, need active fiscal policy 
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Monetary Fiscal Example
π>>π* Tight, leads Tight 1970-80s
π≈π* and r>0 Manage cycle Focus on sustainability Great Moderation 
π≈π* and r=0 Manage cycle Neutral 
π<<π* and r≤0 Easy Easy, leads Japan, eurozone today 



 Timely (now), Targeted (public investment), and Temporary Persistent

 Multiyear (next 5 year EP cycle), large, public investment program
– Climate Change
– Digital

– Security and defense

– Immigration
– Education

 Euro area projects – and agreed-on national projects.  De facto remove public 
investment from the SGP (Golden Rule). 

How to do it? 
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Source: ECB



 Because it benefits all euro area, financed with eurobonds
 Stability Bonds (Ubide 2015). See also E-Bonds in Zettelmeyer and Leandro 

(2018) 
– Issued by European DMO

– Senior to national bonds via taxes
– Backed by taxes – transferred (VAT) or euro area taxes. Ratio 1:5

– (Optional pre-condition: transfer authority over national accounts, to prevent fraud)  

– In steady state up to 25% of GDP

 Ensures no loss of market access during bad times – avoids public investment 
cuts during recessions
 Provides room for cyclical stabilization at national level and incentive to improve 

efficiency of national labor and product markets – better than euro area cyclical 
stability instrument. 
 Creates euro area safe asset 
 Increases political legitimacy of euro and creates positive euro narrative  

How to finance it? 
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Appendix
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 Workers’ income uncertainty has increased
– Decline workers bargaining power

– Technology + Outsourcing => more hours, fewer jobs

⇒Increase in underemployment, weakness of wages
⇒Transfer of demand risk to workers – can they handle it?

⇒Finding a job may no longer guarantee exiting poverty

 Is redistribution too difficult politically? Does it arrive too late?
– Median voter vs poverty – political precariat (Fdez Albertos (2018)). 

– Pre-distribution as insurance. The debate on universal basic income.

– Spatial policies – The revolt of the places that don’t matter (Rodriguez Pose 2018)

Postscript - Do we need to rethink the welfare state? 
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 This presentation reflects the analysis and views of Angel Ubide. No recipient should interpret this 
presentation to represent the general views of Citadel or its personnel. Facts, analysis, and views 
presented in this presentation have not been reviewed by, and may not reflect information known to, 
other Citadel professionals.

 Assumptions, opinions, views, and estimates constitute Mr. Ubide’s judgment as of the date given and 
are subject to change without notice and without any duty to update. Citadel is not responsible for any 
errors or omissions contained in this presentation and accepts no liability whatsoever for any direct or 
consequential loss arising from your use of this presentation or its contents.

 This document and the information it contains may not be disclosed to any persons other than those 
for whom it is intended, nor should this document or the information it contains be copied, distributed, 
or redistributed, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Citadel.

 All trademarks, service marks and logos used in this document are trademarks or service marks or 
registered trademarks or service marks of Citadel.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
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